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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, a complete station blackout (SBO) or complete loss of electrical power supplies is simulated
and analyzed in a downward cooling 5-MW pool-type Material Testing Reactor (MTR). The scenario is
traced in the absence of active cooling systems and operators. The code nodalization is successfully
benchmarked against experimental data of the reactor's operating parameters. The passive heat removal
system includes downward water cooling after pump breakdown by the force of gravity (where the
coolant streams down to the unfilled portion of the holdup tank), safety flapper opening, flow reversal
from a downward to an upward cooling direction, and then the upward free convection heat removal
throughout the flapper safety valve, lower plenum, and fuel assemblies. Both short-term and long-term
natural core cooling conditions are simulated and investigated using the RELAP5 code. Short-term an-
alyses focus on the safety flapper valve operation and flow reversal mode. Long-term analyses include
simulation of both complete SBO and long-term operation of the free convection mode. Results are
promising for pool-type MTRs because this allows operators to investigate RELAP code abilities for MTR
thermalehydraulic simulations without any oscillation; moreover, the Tehran Research Reactor is
conservatively safe against the complete SBO and long-term free convection operation.
© 2017 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Nowadays, especially after the Fukushima Daiichi accident,
there has been a significant increase in interest in passive safety
features and in improving the safety performance of active engi-
neering safety systems.

Station blackout (SBO) is one of the most important design basis
accidents (DBAs) of nuclear reactors [1e4]. Lessons learned from
the Fukushima Daiichi accident show that a complete loss of elec-
trical power supplies may occur, and that the reactor design should
be able to remove the residual decay heat for a long time. Although
active safety systems should be improved and enhanced
throughout nuclear safety principles and issues [3], the ability of a
complete passive heat removal system is much more encouraged
and interesting for the nuclear safety communities [5,6].

Especially since the Fukushima Daiichi accident, nuclear safety
communities and standard safety issues usually advise a complete
simulation of DBAs (and even beyond DBAs) using best estimate
tools with a conservative approach [1e6]. Extensive research ac-
tivities have been performed to develop best estimate tools for
thermalehydraulic analyses of nuclear reactors, such as RELAP5 [7],
ATHLET [8], and CATHARE [9] codes, which enable a much more
realistic simulation of nuclear reactor systems [10,11].

The thermalehydraulic RELAP5 code was developed for a
best-estimate transient simulation of light-water cooling sys-
tems of nuclear power reactors during postulated accidents. The
generic modeling approach allows simulation of a variety of
thermalehydraulic systems, in which the involved equation set
describes a two-fluid system using nonequilibrium, nonhomo-
geneous, six-equation representation. Massive experimental
correlations in the approach [7] enable realistic simulations for
pressurized water reactors (PWRs). Specifically, the RELAP code
simulates and coherently joins all the components of a reactor
cooling system, the pumps, valves, piping structures, controlE-mail addresses: ahedayat@aeoi.org.ir, Af.Hedayat@yahoo.com.
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systems, and trip logics. It is a trusted and well-tested model
that simulates DBAs for PWRs as high energy and pressure re-
actors. However, only a limited number of studies have been
performed to evaluate the capability and reliability of the
RELAP5 code for research reactor analyses under certain condi-
tions such as low pressure, low mass flow rates, and low thermal
power [10,12e14]. It is an ongoing problem, and it seems that
RELAP5/MOD3.2 provides models capable of dealing with such
limiting conditions [10,15,16].

Loss of coolant accident (LOCA) analyses have been performed
and benchmarked against the Tehran Research Reactor Safety An-
alyses Report using the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code [10,17,18]. In addition,
a phenomenological investigation of loss of flow accident (LOFA)
and LOCA analyses of the GRR-1 [a similar 5-MW pool-type Ma-
terial Testing Reactor (MTR)] was successfully performed using the
RELAP5/MOD3.3 code [12,13].

In this study, the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) was chosen for
a case study [18]. Because of the nature of the magnetic force of the
TRR control rod drive-mechanism and the reactor design charac-
teristics, a complete SBO of this reactor suddenly goes to a fast
emergency shutdown (within less than 850 milliseconds); then it
follows the pumps' trips of the primary and secondary cooling
systems. According to the fundamental safety issues regarding
principles of diversity, redundancy, and availability, additional
remote power supplies including a diesel generator and batteries
must be available for the reactor and main control room of the TRR
[1e3,17,18]. This paper traces and analyzes an example accident
without any relevant active safety systems or reactor operator ac-
tions against the accident occurrence. Specifically, all of the on-site
emergency power supplies including diesel generators and batte-
ries are disabled during simulations.

First, this paper introduces the nodalization of the TRR plant,
defining it on the basis of the design characteristics of the TRR in
detail. The steady-state operating conditions were simulated, and
the results compared with the experimental operating data of the
basic equilibrium core [17,18]. The current operating core of the TRR
has many more fuel assemblies and irradiating channels. Thus, the
current operating core has a larger heat transfer area but it has a
smaller coolant velocity. The current operating core of the TRR was
compared with the basic equilibrium core of the TRR regarding
thermalehydraulic parameters. After that, passive heat removal
system, complete SBO, and operation in the free convection mode
of the TRRwere simulated using the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code as a best
estimate tool. Finally, the results were conservatively analyzed as a
part of the review safety assessment [6,19] of the TRR.

In the TRR, after a pump breakdown, the first phase of the passive
coolingflowstartswith thegravity-driven force (fromthe reactorpool
to the unfilled part of the holdup tank). The safety flapper valve opens
when theflowratedecreasesbelow30%of the initial value. Then,flow
reversal starts from the downward to upward free convection mode.
This phenomenon is analyzed in detail as a short-term view. Later,
long-term heat removal of the reactor pool occurs without any active
cooling system. This is classified as a long-term SBO. Then the long-
term operation of the free convection mode in the reactor pools was
simulated and analyzed, omitting any active cooling system.

It should be noted that the flow reversal phenomenon strictly
limits the maximum permissible operating power of an open pool-
type MTR in a downward core cooling system. It is especially impor-
tant to effectuate a safe transition from downward cooling to upward
natural convection during an SBO or an LOFA. Generally, between 2-
MW and 5-MW operating powers of such reactors have been
designed and operated safely [20,21]. This paper presents an analysis
and careful rechecking of the flow reversal phenomenon and safety
flapper operation for the TRR during short-time intervals via a com-
plete simulation of physical occurrences throughout the reactor plant.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Case study (TRR)

In this paper, the TRR was chosen to develop a benchmarking
process and conduct studies. The TRR is a 5-MW pool-type MTR.
This reactor consists of MTR plate-type fuel plates. Fuel meat is
composed of porous-type U3O8 of 20% low enriched uranium
within the aluminum cladding. The primary components are the
reactor core, control and active safety systems, pool, holdup tank,
pumps, heat exchanger, connecting pipes, check valves, gate valves,
and butterfly valves. Table 1 presents the main specifications of the
TRR [18], and Fig. 1 shows the vertical three-dimensional view of
the reactor core and pools.

During the normal operating mode, the reactor core is cooled by
downward light water circulated by a primary pump from the delay
holdup tank to the reactor pool (Fig. 2). The secondary pump cir-
culates the secondary water cooling throughout the (shelletube
type) heat exchanger and cooling towers. Finally, the outside air
removes the residual decay heat. Fig. 3 presents a general symbolic
plan of all of TRR's cooling and auxiliary systems.

During the shutdown stage or free convection operating mode,
the reactor core is cooled by an upward natural convection flow
throughout a safety flapper valve, lower plenum, and fuels. Fig. 4
shows the lower plenum and the safety flapper valve located
below the core grid plate. In order to establish upward free con-
vection, this valve is set to open when the cooling flow rate falls
below 30% of the flow rate at the full power operating mode (of
0.1389 m3/s).

2.2. Required models for natural convection phenomenon

Natural convection is a circulating fluid material that is heated
from below (lower section) and cooled from above (upper section).
It was taken from approaches of geophysical phenomena, atmo-
spheric and oceanic flows, refrigeration and cryogenic systems,
microelectronics, solar systems, and particularly from passive
cooling systems in nuclear reactors. Investigation and enhance-
ment of the performance of passive cooling systems are ongoing in
a wide range of industrial applications.

Usually, the vertical length scale, cooling material, system
temperature distribution, and rotating features can be mentioned
as the most sensitive parameters to enhance free convection in
ordinary engineering systems [22].

Natural convection is a very sensitive phenomenon. In light
water reactors (LWRs), the balance between the pressure gradient,
buoyancy, friction, and losses produce the net driven force of nat-
ural convection. It also comes from different fluid densities (of the
temperature gradient), pressure systems (pressure gradient), form
and friction losses, as well as viscous dissipation effects (along the
thin boundary layer). Particularly in MTRs, the buoyancy force of
the temperature gradient, the fuel assembly structures, the oper-
ation of the safety flapper valve, and the pool water level affect the
pressure gradient and fluid density in a large pool-type research
reactor in which such density changes produce driven force for a
passive heat removal system.

Throughout the buoyancy force, the viscous dissipation is also
important. The viscous dissipation appears as a flow-induced
pressure gradient. For nonviscous fluid such as water coolant, the
fluid can be divided to the main stream lines and a thin boundary
layer inwhich viscous dissipation is important in the thin boundary
layer. In other words, where stream lines are outside the boundary
conditions, the viscous dissipation is negligible. Dissipation in
boundary layer viscosity can be interpreted by Prandtl numbers
[23].
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2.3. Virtual simulation via RELAP code

The RELAP5 code was developed for best-estimate transient
simulation of light water reactor coolant systems during postulated
accidents. The code models the coupled behavior of the reactor
coolant system and the core for LOCAs, operational transients such
as an anticipated transient without scram, loss of offsite power, loss
of feedwater, reactivity induced accidents, and LOFAs. It can be
noted that, although some weak points have been reported for the
RELAP5 code [such as a reflooding state after a large break LOCA
(LBLOCA)], it is mostly compatible with PWRs because of a large
number of included experimental correlations [7,24].

The RELAP5 code solves the continuity equations of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy assuming two-phase flow, nonequilibrium,
and nonhomogeneous conditions, but in the one-dimensional form
[7]. For awater cooling system, viscous dissipation is important and
sensitive in the thin boundary layer. It seriously affects the heat
transfer coefficient where using experimental correlations for heat
flux estimations may cover natural phenomena. However, there are
several reasons to conduct a semi-implicit simulation of the natural
convection phenomenon using the RELAP code. They are influ-
encing pressure gradients, dissipation effects via material rough-
ness and pressure losses. In particular, the thin boundary layer over
the fuel plates is sensitive to viscous dissipation and especially

Table 1
Specifications and main operating conditions of the basic reference core of TRR.

Core material

MTR (LEU) Nuclear fuel
Plate-type clad in Al Fuel element
235U (12.44 %), 238U(49.78 %), O(11.17 %), Al (26.50%) Fuel meat
Light water Coolant and moderator
Graphite/Light water Reflector

Thermohydraulics
477.8 Pool water volume (m3)
37.417 Hold up tank water volume (m3)
30.48 Pump head (m)
10.0 Fuel thermal conductivity (W/m K)
167.0 Cladding thermal conductivity (W/m K)
3.0 Total power peaking factor (for codes)
37.8 Inlet coolant temperature (�C)
0.1389 Primary cooling loop mass flow rate (m3/s)
0.145 Secondary cooling loop mass flow rate (m3/s)
14,022.0 Total heat transfer surfaces for SFE (cm2)
10,332.0 Total heat transfer surfaces for CFE (cm2)

Fuel element dimensions
8.1 Length (cm)
7.071 Width (cm)
70.5 Height (cm)
19 Number of plates in SFEs
14 Number of plates in CFEs
0.7 Plate meat (mm)
6.0 Width (cm)
61.5 Height (cm)
2.7 Water channel between plates (mm)
0.4 Plate clad thickness (mm)
33.92 Passing cooling water cross section (cm2) at SFE
25.81 Passing cooling water cross section (cm2) at CFE

Note. From: AEOI, Safety Analyses Report for Tehran Research Reactor (SAR for TRR), Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, Tehran, 2002; AEOI, Final Safety Analyses Report for
Tehran Research Reactor (FSAR for TRR), Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, Tehran, 2009. Copyright 2009, AEOI. Reprinted with permission.
CFE, five control fuel element; LEU, low enriched uranium; MRT, Material Testing Reactor; SFE, standard fuel elements; TRR, Tehran Research Reactor.

Fig. 1. Vertical sectional view of the reactor pool. Fig. 2. Primary cooling system of the Tehran Research Reactor.
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affects the heat transfer phenomenon.
In this research, all of the above-mentioned characteristics,

including initial and boundary conditions, as well as piping and
component characteristics, were chosen from the operating pa-
rameters, drawing sheets, Final Safety Analyses Report (FSAR) for
TRR [18], and reference engineering books [25,26]. The roughness
of the materials and all pressure losses were introduced to the code

input in detail for all components. In other words, all the main
components were introduced to the code input in detail; also
included was the viscous dissipation in the thin boundary layer in
calculations via the best available experimental correlations of the
RELAP5 code to calculate the heat transfer coefficient and heat
fluxes. The following subsections present the nodalization of the
code input introduced form losses and also the selected heat
structures and models.

The numerical solver of continuity equations may be
completely compatible with an MTR and can conduct a transition
pattern for a small reactor, which is investigated in the Results and
discussion section with a complete simulation of the reactor's
thermalehydraulic system. Specifically, the steady-state condition
was simulated in the transient mode; then, a benchmarking pro-
cess was performed against operational data (as much as
possible). This paper analyzes the physical nature of the diagrams
and discusses it below. With the selected conservative approaches,
highly reliable safety analyses are created.

2.4. Plant nodalization

Fig. 5 presents the nodalization used for simulation of the TRR
(Figs. 1e4) with RELAP5 code. It represents both specifications and
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the Tehran Research Reactor cooling systems.

Fig. 4. Lower plenum and safety flapper valve.
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modeling of the TRR's main components. It includes all of the basic
objects for a complete simulation. Specifically, nodalization char-
acteristics were introduced according to the actual data of a pool-
type MTR all throughout the primary cooling system. The second-
ary cooling system was modeled via actual boundary conditions.

Table 2 presents the main nodalization components. The reactor
pool of the TRR consists of two parts that can be separated by an
aluminum gate plate. In this nodalization, the pool is divided into
six parts that are modeled by P130, B200, P285 (1, 2, 3), p290, and
three major channels for the core. The hot, average, and bypass

Fig. 5. RELAP nodalization for Tehran Research Reactor (TRR). TDV, time-dependent volume.
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channels (irradiating channels or empty boxes) are modeled by
P201, P202, and P203, respectively. These channels are connected to
B200 at the top and to B205 at the bottom. B205 is the plenum
located at the bottom of the core. This volume is connected to the
pool exit coolant pipe (P210) during the normal operating state and
is connected to the water surrounding the core at the pool section
(II), P290, by a safety flapper valve (V206) in a shutdown state. P290
is also connected to volume 1 of P285 and B200. Hence, the oper-
ation of pointed systems based on cross and direct flow through
these volumes is similar to circulation at the pool and core for both
forced and natural circulation flows. Time-dependent volume
(TDV)110 simulates the air enclosed in reactor containment at the
top of the pool. The collection of TDV100, V105, and their trip
systems models the operation of the makeup system. The makeup
system is completely inactive during this simulation because a
complete loss of electrical power and a tracing accident in the
absence of any reactor operators or auxiliary systems was assumed.

The primary piping circuit between the pool and butterfly valve
is modeled by P210 and V212. The remaining path up to the holdup
tank is introduced via P215 and P218 where a pit valve (V217) is
located between them. The water-filled volume of the holdup tank
during a normal operational state is presented in five volumes in
P220; the unfilled upper part is modeled via TDV226, which is a
TDV. It fills by the gravity-driven force of the elevation change from
the reactor pool level after the pump coast down. There is no ac-
curate pump coast down curve for the TRR. In this research, it is
conservatively assumed that the pump is linearly coast down by
1 min (according to studies and experience). This assumption does
not have any effective impact on the results because the core
cooling flow rate is a function of the gravity-driven force for this
downward core cooling system.

The next important component after the holdup tank is the
primary circuit main pump (Pump240) connected to the holdup
tank by P236. It breaks down after a complete SBO in an assumption
of complete loss of electrical power.

P240, V242, P244, J245, P246, V242, and P249, which are a
collection of pipes, elbows, junctions, and check and gate valves,
connect the pump outlet flow to the inlet shell part of the heat
exchanger. The final constituent of the primary cooling system is
the heat exchanger. To simulate this part, each section was chosen
as a separate component connected to the others by conjunctions
and branches, such as MJ250 at shell-type parts and B415, B425,
B435, and B445 at tube-type parts of the heat exchanger; also, the
heat transfer phenomenon was modeled between heat structure
components associated with each other via boundary conditions.
Boundaries where heat can transfer between them are specified in
Fig. 5 by dashed lines at one side. The shell parts of the heat
exchanger connected to the primary cooling system were modeled

by P251, P255, and P260. The other parts or tube-type parts of the
heat exchanger were connected to the secondary cooling system.
Inlet and outlet flows of tube parts of the heat exchanger at the
secondary cooling system were simulated by TDV400 and TDV460.
Tubes at the horizontal heat exchanger were classified into four
separate parts. These tubes were modeled by P410, P420, P440, and
P450, which were connected to each other by internal branches
(located inside each shell) and by P430 between the two primary
shells, respectively.

The remaining parts of the piping and valves from the heat
exchanger outlet to the reactor pool inlet were P262, a gate valve
(V263), P265, a butterfly valve (V270), and finally P285. Usually,
each pipe contains a number of volumes that have some special
geometrical characteristics, such as internal junction flow area,
horizontal angle, vertical angle, and elevation change from the
reference point. Hence, each pipe, such as P210, can have some
elbows, straight pipes, or abrupt area changes. They were
completely modeled and included for simulation in detail based on
the reactor drawing sheets.

Two separate sections composed of a valve and a TDV were
considered for simulation and analyses of the most dangerous
cases of an LBLOCA. V300 and TDV315 were chosen for analyses
above the gird plate; in addition, V330 and TDV335 were also
chosen for analyses below the gird plate. They were previously
benchmarked and used successfully against LBLOCA analyses of
the TRR where the residual decay heat could be removed from the
uncovered core by an air free convection to prevent core melt-
down [10].

2.5. Form loss calculations

The wall friction is determined based on a volume flow regime
map using DarcyeWeisbach friction factors. Terms of the wall
friction force include only wall shear effects [7]. There are two
different types of abrupt area changes: expansion and contraction.
For flow expansion, the head loss factor is obtained by Bor-
daeCarnot formulation [27] as follows:

hL ¼ 1 =2

�
1� A2

A1

	2

V2
2 (1)

Hence, the friction factor is

K ¼
�
1� A2

A1

	2
(2)

Then, the pressure drop is

DPL ¼ rhL (3)

Similarly, for the flow contraction, these factors can be taken
into account by the above-mentioned correlations if only A2 is
replaced with Ac (the minimum cross section of the passing flow).

In this study, all pressure drops were included in the simulation
as a function of the Reynolds number as much as possible. The
remaining form losses created by valves, junctions, and branches
(which are dependent on experimental values) were obtained from
mechanical references [26]. In RELAP5 code, user-specified form
losses can be given in the following form:

kf ¼ Af þ BfR
�Cf
e (4)

In this simulation, the DarcyeWeisbach friction factor based on
the Reynolds number from the Moody chart is calculated by
following correlation:

Table 2
Main nodalilization components and their relative reference code for the RELAP
code.

Reference code Component

P201 Average channel
P202 Hot channel
P203 Bypass channel
Pump 240 Main coolant pump
V206 Natural convection valve
P251eP260, (P,B) 405e455 Heat exchanger
P220, TDV226 Holdup tank
P130, B200, P285, P290 Reactor pool
TDV110 Pool atmosphere simulator
TDV100, V105 Makeup system

TDV, time-dependent volume.
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fturb ¼ 0=0032þ 0:221
Re0=237

(5)

Then, the form loss factors can be calculated by this correlation:

k ¼ f � L
D

(6)

where F, L, andD denote the Darcy factor, the equivalent length, and
the hydraulic diameter, respectively.

In this research, form losses of all components of the primary
cooling system (Figs. 1e5) were introduced to the code input in
detail. It included characteristics of the piping (from corresponding
drawing sheets), core structure (fuel assemblies and irradiating
channels), reactor pool sections, reactor pool inputs and outputs,
holdup tank, safety flapper valve, grid plate, butterfly and gate
valves, elbows, and heat exchangers [17,18,26].

2.6. Modeling heat structures

The RELAP5 code uses one-dimensional heat conduction in
rectangular or cylindrical geometry for heat structures. A radial
distributionmay offer a one-dimensional temperature gradient and
heat transfer, whereas axial nodes can join with different power
sources and thermalehydraulic components. Surface multipliers
can be used to convert the unit surface of a one-dimensional
calculation to the actual surface of a heat structure. A finite differ-
ence method is used to achieve the heat conduction solutions.
However, there are several experimental correlations to induce a
realistic heat transfer phenomenon as a function of the geometry
and flow regime [7].

In order to model the thermal power of the reactor, two
different types of channels (including average and hot channels)
were considered. The average channel is responsible for general
and almost all of the thermal power production of the reactor core,
whereas the hot channel is responsible for providing sufficient
safety margins to create conservative safety analyses. In addition,
irradiating channels and empty boxes are modeled as the bypass
channel to introduce the bypass cooling flow from the fuel
assemblies.

A cosine function is considered for both radial and axial heat
generations of the fuel plates. Hence, the power at the average
channel can be approximated as follows:

Pðx;zÞaverage channel ¼ P � faverage channels � cos
�px
a

�
� cos

�pz
L

�
;

(7)

where a is the fuel plate's width, L is the active fuel plate's height,
and faverage channels is the fraction of heat structures in the reactor
core corresponding to the average channels. In this study, all fuel
assemblies except the one chosen as a hot channel were selected as
the average channel.

It should be noted that RELAP5 code automatically normalized
the radial shape factor; then, it was necessary to introduce the (p/2)
factor only for axial normalization of the introduced cosine shape
factor throughout the axial nodes.

The hot channel is considered because of its importance for a
conservative safety analysis. The maximum heat flux at the hot
channel is calcu00lated as follows [28]:

q
00
max ¼ q

00
ave � F; (8)

where q
00
max, q

00
ave, and F are the maximum heat flux in the hot

channel (the hottest assembly), the average heat flux in the average

channel, and the overall hot spot factor, respectively. Because of the
proportionality between the heat flux and the thermal power, a
similar correlation is obtained as

ðPmaxÞhot channel ¼ ðPaveÞone averaged channel � F (9)

Note that “the overall hot spot factor or total hot channel factor
for safety analyses done by thermal hydraulic codes should be
considered 3 (AEOI, 2002, 2009)” according to the TRR Operating
Limits and Conditions. This value is higher than the real value over
all operating core configurations. It includes the radial power dis-
tribution over different fuel assemblies, axial power distribution,
perturbing effects due to control rod positioning, engineering fac-
tors, and calculation errors.

Similar to the discussion above, a cosine distribution for both the
radial and axial heat flux in the fuel plates was chosen for the hot
channel.Hence, thepowerat thehot channel canbeapproximatedas
in the following equation, where a total power peaking factor of 3
was conservatively chosen for the overall hot spot contribution:

Pðx;zÞhot channel ¼ 3� P� fone averaged channel � cos
�px
a

�
� cos

�pz
L

�
(10)

There is no specific experimental correlation in the RELAP5/
MOD3.2 code for infinite parallel (fuel) plates (this option is
defined, but it is not included in this version of the code); then, the
single wall option was chosen for the heat structure geometry of
the average and hot channels. The following equations have been
proposed for vertical rods or a single wall (or even for infinite
parallel plates) by developers [7]:

Nu ¼ hDH

K
; (11)

where Nu (Nusselt number) can be used to predict the heat transfer
rate. For turbulent force convection, the following DittuseBoelter
correlation [29] was chosen and used:

Nu ¼ C Re0:8Pr0:3 (12)

The following Churchill and Chu correlation [30] was chosen
and used to estimate the Nu number and finally the heat transfer
coefficient as

NuL ¼ 0:825þ 0:387ðRaLÞ
1
6�

1þ �0:492Pr

� 9
16

� 8
27

; (13)

where the parameters are completely introduced in the nomen-
clature table, and the next numbers were used as follows:

RaL ¼ Rayleigh nNumber ¼ GrL � Pr (14)

Pr ¼ Prandtl nNumber ¼ m� Cp
K

(15)

GrL ¼ Grashof nNumber ¼ r2gbðTW � TbÞL3
m2

(16)

Note: “The ChurchilleChu correlation (Eq. 13) is reported to be
valid over the full laminar and turbulent Rayleigh number range
(Volume V of RELAP5/MOD3.2 Code Manual, 1999: User's
Guidelines).”

In order to establish sufficient mesh spacing, regions and
meshes were chosen for fuel meat and cladding according to the
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RELAP5 user's guidelines ([7], Volume V). The power generation
was calculated using the ORIGEN code [31] and introduced to the
code input versus time-dependent tables (Section 3).

The hydraulic parts of the heat exchanger (type of shelletubes)
were modeled in detail (from its drawing sheet). Each separate part
was taken as a specific heat structure with its boundary conditions
joining them to the secondary cooling system. The secondary
cooling systemwas modeled successfully using TDV and junctions.
The type of bundle with in-line rods or tubes (cross and parallel
flow) was chosen as the heat structure geometry of heat exchanger
to contribute related experimental correlations. This type was
suggested for modeling the horizontal shelletube heat exchangers
by the developers [7] (Volume V).

In a normal operating state, the external air is the final heat sink
throughout the cooling towers, but after the complete SBO occur-
rence, the primary and secondary pumps are immediately shut
down, and then the passive core cooling system intakes the reactor
pool water down. During the first short-term step of the SBO, the
thermal capacity of the passing water from the reactor pool to the
reactor holdup tank removes the residual decay heat. Then, during
the long-term step of the SBO, the thermal heat capacity of the
reactor pool water will be the final heat sink where it is in contact
with the internal air of the inside reactor containment (modeled
with the TDV 110 via noncondensable gas).We strove to ensure that
all specifications, initial and boundary conditions, would be real-
istic and introduced to the code in detail as much as possible.

Studies [7] show that included components and models to the
RELAP code (such as the reactor accumulator component) can
transfer heat from the pool water to the upper gas-filled part only
after initiating vapor formations or during an existing two-phase
flow. This simulation ability of the code is necessary and effective
for safety analyses of high-energy LWRs, such as boiling water re-
actors (BWRs) and PWRs.

There is a weak point where there is no correlation [7] for sur-
face evaporation during long-term transients. Such additional as-
sumptions (especially surface evaporation) would not be effective
for DBA analyses of high-energy LWRs, whereas they could be
interesting for long-term analyses of a low-energy MTR.

2.7. Method of simulation and transient scenarios

SBO or loss of an off-site (AC) power supply is usually chosen as
an initiating DBA [1,3]. The TRR uses two diverse independent
diesel generators, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and batte-
ries during emergency conditions. In this study, all of them were
disabled, and the accident was completely traced throughout the
passive heat removal system without any operator actions.

The TRR scram (or emergency shutdown) occurs when shim
safety rods drop to the core by force of gravity after the electro-
magnet is de-energized. The total delay time, including the drop-
ping time, is about 700 þ 15% milliseconds [17,18]. In this study, a
delay time of about 1 s was chosen conservatively.

The gravity-driven force causes the first phase of the downward
passive cooling system. The water level goes from the reactor pool
(Fig. 1) to the unfilled part of the holdup tank (Figs. 2 and 3). Then
the safety flapper valve (Fig. 4) opens, and a flow reversal transition
starts from the downward to the upward free convection mode.
Finally, a natural convection of the pool water removes the residual
decay heat. In this research, the reactor pool water was the final
heat sink for the final passive heat removal system where the
reactor makeup system (TDV100 and V105) was disabled.

According to the standard safety reports forMTR safety analyses,
“the principal physical barrier (the first barrier of the defense in the
depth rule) is the aluminum cladding of the fuel plates, and to
ensure the integrity of the cladding, the fuel safety temperature

limit adopted is the one corresponding to the blistering phenom-
enon, which was conservatively assumed to be equal to 400�C [3].”
Such limiting safety criteria are important for the hard and fast DBA
transients (e.g., LOCA, LOFA, and reactivity induced accidents) and
should be much more important in addition to the traditional hard
safety limits (e.g., aluminum melting point) to retain fuel integrity
during DBA [6].

In this research, both the short-term and long-term safety limits
are important. Then, the most sensitive and low-level distractive
safety limit of the TRR, the safety limit of the maximum cladding
temperature of 105�C, was chosen to check out the fuel integrity
during accidents and anticipated transients. The sensible state of
corrosion effect (of the fuel clad) starts at this temperature [17,18].
This safety limit is mainly important for a long-term cooling state.
In other words, this is the first nondominated safety limit of the TRR
preventing long-term corrosion of cladding to maintain the long-
lasting property of the fuel cladding [17,18].

The power table of the short-term analyses was introduced
based on the residual decay heat (which is calculated by the ORI-
GEN2 code) until the 100 kWth. This is the maximum permissible
power of the natural convection mode of the TRR. Note that
“normal operation above the 100 kW is prohibited by an interlock
for the TRR unless the flapper valve is closed and the reactor is
operated using the primary pump” according to the FSAR for TRR
[17,18]. This consideration enhances the conservative approach
during safety analyses and provides a feasibility study of a fast-
changing operational mode from the reactor full-power state of
5 MW (with 0.1389 m3/s downward core cooling) to the free con-
vection mode of 100 kW (with a natural upward core cooling)
within about 20 min.

This paper considers and analyzes three different transient
scenarios. During the first 1,000 s of calculations, normal operating
conditions at 5 MWth for a current larger operating core are
reviewed and checked. Then the code abilities to trace a realistic
passive phenomenon (getting realistic convergences throughout
different plant components) during a transient mode are investi-
gated; also, the flow reversal mode is much more investigated and
monitored in detail.

In the next section, first, the plant nodalization is benchmarked
against the operational data of the basic reference core of the TRR
as much as possible [17,18]. Then the current operating core of the
TRR is modeled and reviewed. It has additional numbers of fuel
assemblies and irradiating boxes. The next calculations follow the
current operating core conditions.

After short-term analyses, two different scenarios are chosen for
long-term analyses over several days. They are simulated for a
complete SBO and operation at a free convectionmode (at 100 kW).
Then, results are chosen and analyzed with a conservative
approach. Note that such accurate modeling and time-consuming
long-term analyses of MTRs by the RELAP5 code have been suc-
cessfully performed and studied for the first time.

3. Results

3.1. Steady-state results and benchmarking process against normal
operating conditions of the basic reference core

Table 3 presents a comparison between the registered operating
results of the basic reference core of the TRR and the simulation
results. It indicates a very good agreement between operating pa-
rameters and simulation results.

The presented results are related to the basic equilibrium core of
the TRR. It is composed of 22 standard fuel elements, five control
fuel elements, and four irradiating boxes [17,18,32e35]. It was
chosen to benchmark the introduced plant nodalization against the
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FSAR for the TRR [17,18]. The results show a very good agreement
between the calculations and operational data. Some minor dif-
ferences and uncertainties are unavoidable because of several
experimental uncertainties such as weather conditions.

There are several notable points. The first one is that usual MTRs
operate at low energy, low pressure, and low temperature condi-
tions, whereas some of the main components of the reactor cooling
system can transfer heat to their environment. For example, we
have a large open pool of water, or some parts of the piping system
and heat exchangers (Figs. 1 and 2) have some heat transfer to the
air in the pump room. The air has different temperatures at various
seasons. The second problem is that although thermalehydraulic
components are carefully modeled in detail as much as possible
[17,18,36e38], some details of the reactor thermalehydraulic
quantities or heat structure data are not available; therefore,
standard values from reference books [25,26] are used.

Finally, a comparison between the simulation results (regarding
transient mode) and the operating parameters shows that appli-
cations of the RELAP5 code are promising for pool-type MTRs. An
additional benchmarking process to follow transient scenarios re-
quires accurate experimental tools, especially instrumental fuel
assemblies equipped with accurate thermocouples where there are
no in-core thermalehydraulic gauges or sensors.

3.2. Short-term analyses of the passive heat removal system
(including flow reversal transition)

The following calculations are performed for the current oper-
ating core of the TRR. The first 1,000 s of the results review and
recheck the safety parameters of the current operating core against
the basic reference core. Then, the initiated accident and passive
heat removal system begins at the time of 1,000 s.

After the reactor trip (at 1,000 s), the downward cooling water
flows and slows down from the reactor pool to the unfilled part of
the holdup tank. Finally, the safety flapper opens when the flow
rate falls below 30% of the initial flow rate of 0.1389 m3/s. It is
modeled via a trip valve (V206). Calculations show that it opens at
the time of about 900 s after the initial incident (at the time of
about 1,900 s of the following figures). Then the flow inversion
mode starts and continues until the upward natural convection
becomes stable.

Fig. 6 shows the total residual decay heat profile after the reactor
shutdown during short-term analyses. It is calculated using the
ORIGEN 2 code [31]. In this research, the input power table is
introduced according to Fig. 6 until the power of 100 kW is reached.

As noted, 100 kW is the operational set point of maximum
permissible power in the free convection mode (when the safety

flapper opens). This consideration enhances the conservative
approach and enables a feasibility study of a fast-changing mode
from the downward core cooling (at 5 MW) to the upward natural
core cooling system (at 100 kW).

Because of the conservative approach, the results are only
plotted for the hot channel. Fig. 7 shows the coolant temperature in
the hot channel, and Fig. 8 shows the cladding temperature in the
hot channel throughout axial distribution. All of them, during all
states, have some lower temperature values than the basic refer-
ence core and retain the corresponding safety limits of the TRR
according to the FSAR for TRR [18].

The power shape is introduced as a cosine function. The coolant
heats up through the fuel channels. However, assuming a thermal
time constant of the fuel meat and cladding of about 0.1 s and
0.00214 s, respectively, the decay heat can transfer to the coolant
without any sensible delay [18]. Furthermore, the natural convec-
tion mode has a much smaller coolant velocity, so it is much more
sensible to the cladding temperatures; then, they are completely
compatible with the physical nature of cooling directions, flow
reversal transition, and the cosine power shape. Results show that
by assuming a cosine power shape, the midcentered hot spot dur-
ing downward normal operation (node 4) shifts to the next upper
node (node 3) during upward natural convection.

In addition, assuming the first 1,000 s for normal full-power
operation of the current operating core, calculations show that

Fig. 6. The realistic residual decay heat after shut down calculated by the ORIGEN code
(short-term transition of the current operating core).

Table 3
A comparison between the results of simulation and the experimental data of the basic reference (equilibrium) core of the TRR.

Thermohydraulic variables Results FSAR for TRR

Hot channel outlet coolant temperature 58�C d

Heat exchanger inlet primary coolant temperature 45.5�C 46.5�C
Heat exchanger outlet primary coolant temperature 38.9�C 37.8�C
Heat exchanger inlet secondary coolant temperature 30.6�C 30.6�C
Heat exchanger outlet secondary coolant temperature 38.7�C 38.9�C
Average velocity of coolant flowing through the core 1.36 m/sec 1.36 m/sec
Average heat flux 13.84 W/cm2 13.4 W/cm2

Maximum heat flux 42 W/cm2 (conservative) 40.1 W/cm2

Maximum pool water temperature 38.9�C 37.8�C
Average channel outlet coolant temperature 48.76�C d

Note. From: AEOI, Safety Analyses Report for Tehran Research Reactor (SAR for TRR), Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, Tehran, 2002; AEOI, Final Safety
Analyses Report for Tehran Research Reactor (FSAR for TRR), Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, Tehran, 2009. Copyright 2009, AEOI. Reprinted with
permission.
FSAR, Final Safety Analyses Report; TRR, Tehran Research Reactor.
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the coolant velocity, coolant temperature, and cladding tempera-
ture in the hot channel have small decreases (relative to the basic
reference core) because of a safety enhancement. This result in-
dicates that the larger heat transfer area and overall power sharing
distribution dominate small decreases of the coolant velocity dis-
tribution over fuel elements. Then the current operating core re-
tains the safety limits of the TRR [18].

Results after 1,000 s for transient analyses show that TRR is
completely safe against a complete SBO or a passive transition from
a downward cooling system at 5 MW to an upward natural con-
vection cooling system at 100 kW.

In addition, results (Figs. 7 and 8) show that the temperature
decreases rapidly and effectively by just a few seconds after the
reactor shuts down (at 1,001 s). As Fig. 6 shows, we have a very
rapid and effective exponential decay of power just by a few sec-
onds (with an initial power of 5 MW). Meanwhile, this decay heat is
removed by the heat capacity of thewater cooling system (provided
by the gravity-driven force), but the coolant does not circulate in
the primary cooling system; instead, it goes downward from the

reactor pool just to the reactor holdup tank (without any recircu-
lation). The reactor power is very low, and also the coolant velocity
decreases gradually as the reactor pool water level comes down
(Fig. 9); as such, we cannot sense any detectable temperature
changes of the coolant during this time until about 1,900 s when
the safety flapper opens; then, the coolant velocity (Fig. 9) at the
fuel assemblies decreases and the fuel temperature increases. After
that, we have a flow transient mode until about 2,030 s when the
downward coolant velocity completely goes to zero and reverses;
then at 2,200 s, we have a stable upward natural circulation mode.

In detail, Fig. 9 shows the coolant velocities in the core
throughout the fuel channels, irradiating channels, and the safety
flapper valve. The presented domain shows the flow reversal mode
as the most thermalehydraulic perturbing case of pool-type MTRs.
These changes trace smoothly, and calculations do not show any
oscillation due to flow instability or calculating noises of errors. The
flow stagnation point is reached about 2min after the safety flapper
opening. Fig. 9 also indicates that although irradiating boxes (or
empty boxes) can slightly participate in the natural convection

Fig. 7. Coolant temperatures in the hot channel (short-term transition of the current operating core).

Fig. 8. Cladding temperatures in the hot channel (short-term transition of the current operating core).
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formation, operation, availability, and reliability of the safety
flapper are very important to maintaining the safety limits of the
TRR.

Note that sometimes long-term free convection mode after the
end of cycle has been used. Such low-power operations signifi-
cantly decrease the Xe poisoning effect when long-term low-power
operation at 100 kW can provide some benefits for irradiating ap-
plications such as training and education, short-lived radioisotope
productions, and neutron activation analyses.

Results are completely satisfactory for safety analyses of normal
operating conditions of the current operating core, a complete SBO
without any active safety system, and a fast conversion of the up-
ward to downward operating mode within about 20 min.

3.3. Long-term passive heat removal system assuming the SBO

In this part, a complete long-term SBO is simulated and
analyzed. A power table is introduced to the code input according
to the ORIGEN 2 code's results. Fig. 6 presents the short-term
changes. Three additional points are also defined for long-term

changes as 8.8 kW, 6.3 kW, and 6.0 kW for 15 days, 30 days, and
150 days, respectively. This is an exponential function. Each point is
interpolated within them by the RELAP code during transient
calculations.

Assuming a conservative approach, Figs. 10 and 11 show the
coolant and cladding temperatures in the hot channel, respectively,
throughout the axial distribution. Fig. 10 shows that the coolant
temperature exponentially increased for 15 days, and then it line-
arly increased for several days. It is completely compatible with the
introduced power table. There is no observation of any oscillation of
free convection or numerical sources of errors.

Fig. 11 shows the axial distribution of the cladding temperature
in the hot channel. Similarly, it exponentially increased by 15 days;
then it linearly and gradually increased without any oscillation for
70 days. This functional behavior is completely compatible with the
introduced power table.

This is a very time-consuming computational work. Conserva-
tively, a linear interpolation of all data using the MATLAB software
(Math Works, Inc.) shows that the safety limit of 105�C for the
cladding temperature would not be reached at least within the first

Fig. 9. Coolant velocities in the core. (A) Full screen. (B) Focused on the flow reversal mode.
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120 days. It should also be noted that the corresponding saturation
temperature at the top of the core is about 112.8�C assuming the
lowest level of the reactor pool, at which it is beyond the chosen
safety limit of 105�C for the cladding temperature.

The simulation is performed without any active safety system
(such as the reactor makeup system) or any operator action. In
addition, calculations show that the hot spot belongs to the region
of nodes 2 and 3 during long-term analyses.

There are some additional (probably minor) heat capacity and
transfer to the structural materials and environment via beam
tubes, reactor walls, and especially surface evaporation of the
reactor pool water. As noted above, there is no observed correlation
for surface evaporation in the RELAP5 MOD 3.2 code manuals [7];
such realistic assumptions may also extend the duration of the
long-term SBO.

3.4. Long-term natural convection at 100 kW

In this section, the long-term natural convection at 100 kW is
simulated and analyzed. Figs. 12 and 13 respectively show the

coolant and cladding temperatures in the hot channel throughout
the axial distribution. Fig. 12 shows that the temperature linearly
increased for several days. No oscillation, perturbation of free
convection, or numerical sources of errors were observed.

The natural convection mechanism must be capable of
removing the residual decay heat without compromising fuel
integrity or corrosion rate. Without any active cooling system, the
residual decay heat removes to the reactor pool water where it
joins with the containment internal air. We have three major parts
of the introduced heat sink as the heat capacity of water, heat
transfer to the air via water boiling, and surface evaporation.
Studies show that surface evaporation was not included in the
RELAP5/MOD3.2 code. However, there was no surface or bulk
boiling throughout the reactor core and pool during this simulation
(assuming a safety limit of 105�C for the cladding temperature).
Then the calculated temperatures may be estimated somewhat
higher than the real value.

Fig. 13 shows the axial distribution of the cladding temperature
in the hot channel. Similarly, it is gradually and linearly increased
without any oscillation until the safety limit of 105�C is reached for

Fig. 10. Coolant temperatures in the hot channel (long-term transition of the SBO). SBO, station blackout.

Fig. 11. Cladding temperatures in the hot channel (long-term transition of the SBO). SBO, station blackout.
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the hot spot after about 12.5 days. Long-term simulation shows that
the hot spot region belongs to node 2 of the hottest fuel assembly.

Note that the reactor pool level can be adjusted using the but-
terfly valve (Figs. 1e3), where the saturation temperature at the top
of the reactor core can change between 112.8�C (at the lowest level
of the reactor pool water) and 116�C (at the highest level of the
reactor pool water level). Although operations are usually per-
formed at the complete reactor pool water level (especially due to
radiation protection programs), even the lowest pool water level
confirms at least 12.5 days of safe continuous operation at the
100 kW via subcooled natural convection.

Fig. 14 shows the coolant velocities at the core input and output
throughout the irradiating channel, safety flapper valve, and
average and hot channels. There may be a very minor (nonsensible)
perturbation during the 1st day. A little part of the input coolant can
be provided by the eight empty boxes where the safety flapper
valve takes the dominated rule. Then they are completely stable,
and no oscillation, perturbation, or sources of numerical errors are
observed after the 1st day. During this time, the coolant velocity in

the core throughout the safety flapper valve and the average and
hot channels linearly and gradually increased without any oscilla-
tion in the inlet and outlet (the upward direction) of the lower
plenum and fuel assemblies, respectively. Increases in the coolant
temperature and density linearly and gradually increased core ve-
locities. In addition, different coolant velocities for the average and
hot channels at the free convection mode (against the initial forced
convection) clearly indicate the temperature effect on the coolant
velocity in the core as an effective driving force of natural con-
vection in a large pool-type MTR.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we considered an SBO for a review safety assess-
ment of the TRR as one of the most important postulated initiating
events of DBAs, based on the lessons learned from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident. This case is also similar to the main LOFA scenario
when a pump breakdown occurs and the reactor immediately
initiates an emergency shutdown. As the worst situation, a

Fig. 12. Coolant temperatures in the hot channel (long-term transition of passive operation at 100 kW).

Fig. 13. Cladding temperatures in the hot channel (long-term transition of passive operation at 100 kW).
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complete SBO or complete loss of electrical supply was considered
in which all additional power supplies, including diesel generators
and batteries, were disabled.

The primary cooling system of the TRR was completely modeled
using the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code via the proposed nodalization ac-
cording to the plant characteristics in detail. The results were
satisfactorily benchmarked against the operating data of the basic
reference core as much as possible. After that, transient scenarios
were introduced and analyzed with a conservative approach.

Performed safety analyses covered a review safety assessment of
the larger core configuration, passive heat removal system, hard
short-term transients including flow reversal mode, and long-term
analyses. The results showed an appropriate simulation of the
passive heat removal system during a transient mode; transient
convergences traced the physical nature of the scenarios; and there
was no oscillation. Review safety analyses indicated that the TRR is
completely safe against a complete SBO and capable of safe long-
term operation in the natural convection mode (at 100 kW)
without any active cooling system or operator action.

In addition, this study confirmed that RELAP5 code is capable of
simulating a complete passive heat removal system for a low-
energy and low-pressure MTR. It is also capable of appropriate
traces and convergences throughout transient scenarios of such a
passive heat removal system. However, therewere twoweak points
in the study that can be overcome by including the surface evap-
oration for long-term analyses and including much more accurate
experimental correlations for parallel fuel plates of MTRs as well as
practical correlations for PWRs.
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